
K/1 Division  

 

General Rules 

1. Number of players on field - No more than 7 and no less than 5. 
2. Play will start on the 5 yd. line on both sides.  
3. On offense each team will have a quarterback (coach) and center. The other 

eligible players may be in the form of blockers/receivers/running backs. 
4. The center has to snap the ball from the ground.  
5. The center will be an eligible receiver.  
6. Home and away will be determined by the schedule.  
7. Each game will last an estimated hour long. There will be two 25 minute half 

with a halftime of 5 minutes.  
8. After each half the teams will switch sides.  
9. Both coaches will be allowed on the field of play.  

Offense 

1. Offense will have 4 downs to get a 1st down beginning from their 5yd line.  
2. If offense fails to get a 1st down; it will be a turn over and the defensive 

team will receive the ball on their 5yd line. 
3. 1st downs will be marked at mid field by a disc cone. 
4. After a 1st down is achieved; the offense will receive another 4 more downs 

to score a touchdown. 
5. Each player in all division will have at least one offensive touch each game. 
6. Player or players in motion if facing the line of scrimmage must be set for a 

second prior to the snap of the ball.  If the player is in motion sideline to 
sideline they can stay in motion while the ball is snapped. If the play facing 
the line of scrimmage is not set that will be a penalty.    

7. You can direct snap to the player in motion.  
8. The offense will have 7-1,000 seconds for the play to develop. Defense 

cannot rush in until the play has developed. If the QB hands the ball off the 
defense can rush once the running back runs towards the line of scrimmage.  

9. A screen pass or shuffle pass behind the line of scrimmage will be 
considered a rush. 

10. If the Offense fumbles the ball the ball is dead at the spot.  
11. A player can only BLOCK an opponent 5 yards past the line of scrimmage. 

Hands cannot be extended. There is absolutely no blocking down field.   



12. There are NO run zone which are located 5 yards going into each end zone 
and 5 yards on each side of mid field. An Offensive cannot run the ball 5 
yards going to the first down marker or the end zone.   

13. Once the offense is on or after the 5 yard line marker at the end zone or 
midfield the ball must be passed and cannot be run in for a first down or 
touchdown.  

14. If any body part of the ball carrier other than the hand touches the ground 
the play is dead.  
 

Defense 

1. Defense is allowed to have the same number of players as the offense. 
2. No blitzing allowed. You can have your defense in any configuration.  
3. Interceptions-the player in all division can attempt to run the interception 

back for a touchdown. If the player does not score a touchdown, the offense 
will have the ball at the spot of the flag being pulled.   

4. Fumbles-Player cannot pick up to advance the ball. The ball is considered 
dead at the spot of the fumble and offense will keep position. Possession 
does not change. 

5. If the ball is fumbled in the end zone it will be a safety and defense will be 
awarded two points. Offense will retain the ball on the 5 yard line and a 1st 
down.   

6. Defense cannot pass the line of scrimmage unless the ball is handed off and 
the runner is moving towards the line of scrimmage or the count of 7-1,000 
is completed in order to have the play develop.  

7. Absolutely no tackling. The pulling of flags is how we stop a play. Once 
the flag is pulled play ends at that exact spot on the field. 

8. A player cannot wrap the ball carrier in an attempt to pull a flag. 
9. If a runner’s flag falls off while running, all the opposing team needs to do is 

touch the player with one hand to end a play. 

Penalties  

1. No CHARGING-(An offensive player that lowers there head and attempts to 
hit a defensive player.).  

2. Flag Guarding will end the play at the spot of the infraction. Flag guarding is 
when the player with the ball slaps, covers, or pushing the opponents hand 
away in order to avoid the flag from being pulled or the runner is holding 
onto the flag.  

3. ABSOLUTELY NO stiff arms. Play will be called at the spot of the infraction.  



4. Players with the ball cannot jump in order to avoid the opponent from pulling 
the flag. This will end the play at the current spot of the infraction.   

5. Blocking down field-ball will be returned to the line of scrimmage and the 
offense losses a down.   

6. Player facing the line of scrimmage is not set and Delay of Game will 
be a loss of down. 

7. Tackling-spot of the foul and 1st down for the offense 
8. Wrapping-spot of the foul and 1st down 
9. If a defensive player crosses the line prior to the count the play will count to 

the end. The coaches will opt to accept the play to stand or replay the down.  

Code of Conduct 

1. No parents, only coaches are allowed on the field during the course of a 
game. 

2. Coaches or referees will call the games to their best ability. 
3. If a player intentional tackles a player, the player will receive a warning if it 

is done for a second time the player will be removed from the game and 
suspend for the next game.  

4. Parents, Coaches, and players will be held to proper code of conduct during 
games. Which means only cheer for your team not against the other team/s. 
No use of foul language. (Parents can be asked to leave the field) 

 

 


